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1. Introduction. One of the major questions that occurs in investigating problems
of dynamic programming on an infinite time interval is" in which natural classes of
strategies do there exist strategies that produce a pay-off uniformly close to the pure
value? It is known that in the case of finite state and control sets, optimal stationary
strategies exist 1] (this also follows from [2]). However, if the set of states or controls
is infinite, then optimal (and even e-optimal) stationary strategies need not exist [3],
[4, Chap. 6, 6, Example 2].

In the case of a countable state space X, a very general result was announced in
[5, Theorem 2.1] that gives a description of such classes. Let F denote the set of all
mappings F: X 2x such that x F(x) for all x X. A nonrandomized strategy is
called an F-strategy if in any current state x the control is chosen depending only on
this state and the total time passed in F(x) prior to the current instant of time.
Markovian and tracking [6] strategies are special cases of F-strategies. Let X* be a
state set where the pure value is different from 0, or the pure value is equal to zero
but controls exist on which the value of the optimality operator applied to the pure
value is attained. According to Theorem 2.1 formulated in [5], for any F F there
exists an F-strategy that for all initial prehistories produces a pay-off uniformly close
to the pure value (persistently el-optimal strategy; a precise definition of persistently
el-optimal strategies is given in 6) and is stationary on X*. This theorem, on the one
hand, elaborates the results of Everett [7] and Chitashvili [8], [9] on the sufficiency
of strategies that are stationary on subsets in case X is finite; on the other hand, it
extends in various ways results on the sufficiency of stationary strategies [3], [10]-[ 12]
and the sufficiency of Markov strategies [13]-[16], and gives a positive answer to a
problem raised in [17] regarding the sufficiency of tracking strategies.

This article uses one of the two schemes suggested in [5] to prove Theorem 2.1
of [5]. We prove a stronger result (Theorem 6.2) that generalizes Theorem 2.1 in [5]
in the following three directions: (1) a broader state set than X* is given where one
can confine oneself to stationary controls; (2) wherever one cannot confine oneself to
stationary controls, one can choose nonstationary strategies not only among the
F-strategies but also from other natural classes of strategies; (3) the existence of
persistently el-optimal strategies is proved for functions in a broader class than in
Theorem 2.1 of [5].

We point out that the question of the sufficiency of stationary strategies on X*
in the case of a countable chain was raised by R. Ya. Chitashvili in a lecture at the
Third Colloquium--Seminar on the theory of random processes (Panaga, May 1982).

Note that the consideration of persistently el-optimal strategies for variable
instead of 1 allows one to take into account both the specifics of the negative models
[13] (where one can set l-= 1) and the specifics of the positive models (where one
cannot set 1 [3] but can set equal to the pure value of the model [10]). Moreover,
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in the main results of this article (Theorems 6.1 and 6.2) l(x)= 0 if optimal strategies
exist for the initial state x X. Hence the results of the paper yield the existence of
strategies that are optimal simultaneously for all prehistories terminating in states for
which optimal strategies exist, if these states are viewed as initial states.

In proving the sufficiency of strategies that are stationary on some Y X, the
necessity of going over from the original model to a model with state set Y arises.
Here each time in the new model (which is said to be Y-embedded) corresponds to
the time of the next hit in Y in the original model, while the controls in the new model
correspond to the intervals of the control trajectories between the times of hits in Y
in the original model. In 5 we propose a corresponding construction that in particular
makes it possible in a general situation to apply theorems on the existence of stationary
persistently el-optimal strategies in models with everywhere positive 12] or everywhere
negative pure value (Theorem 9.1). We show that the pure values in the original and
embedded models coincide on Y (Theorem 5.1A) and that the question ofthe sufficiency
of stationary strategies on Y in the original model reduces to the question of the
sufficiency of stationary strategies in the embedded model (Theorem 7.1).

To set up a correspondence between the original and the embedded model we
introduce the notion of a Y-semi-embedded strategy. For such a strategy the choice
of a control after the time of first hit in Y is made depending on (i) the current state;
(ii) the number of hits in Y prior to the current instant of time, (iii) the time elapsed
since the last hit in Y; (iv) the state at the time of the last hit in Y. We give two subsets
of the set of all Y-semi-embedded strategies for which the control choice depends
only on the quantities (i)-(iii) (the class of Y-embedded strategies) or depends only
on (i), (iii) and (iv) (the class of Y-renewal strategies). Observe that X-embedded
strategies are Markovian, while X-renewal strategies are stationary. In 4 we prove
a theorem on the sufficiency of randomized Y-embedded strategies that extends the
analogous familiar result for Markov strategies [18]. It is shown that the pure value
of the class of Y-renewal strategies in the original model coincides on Y with the pure
value of the class of stationary strategies in the Y-embedded model (Theorem 5.1B).

To prove the sufficiency of nonrandomized strategies, we consider in 3 a theorem
dealing with decomposition of randomized strategies (to study embedded models, such
a theorem is necessary with respect to Y-semi-embedded or Y-embedded strategies).
For arbitrary strategies, a decomposition theorem was proved by Krylov [1] in the
case of countable state and control sets (it was indicated in [1] that an analogous
assertion had been stated by I. V. Girsanov) and by Gikhman and Skorokhod [19] in
the case of Borel state and control spaces. For Borel state and control spaces, a similar
theorem was proved in [20] for Markov and semi-Markov strategies. In 2 and 3 of
this paper, a sufficient condition is proved for the case of a countable state set and
arbitrary control spaces (Condition 2.1) which a class of strategies must satisfy in order
that the decomposition theorem (Theorem 3.1) hold for it. This condition is satisfied
by many natural classes of strategies including the Markovian, Y-embedded, Y-semi-
embedded, tracking strategies and F-strategies.

2. Definitions and examples. The probability structure of a controlled (non-
Markov) model is given by a collection {X, A(.), p}, where X is a countable state

space; A(x) is the set of controls admissibile in the state x X, and is a measurable
subset of some set A equipped with a or-algebra 4 contain.ing all,singleton sets in A;
p is a transition probability. Denote Hn (X A)n x X, Hn (X A)"+I, where n
0, 1,..., and H=[._.J=o Hn, /-)= [.-J=o , H=(X x A). On H consider the or-

algebras :,, :, and :, generated by the product of the o--algebras 2x and 4. We
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shall also denote the corresponding or-algebras on H, Hn and H, H, by fin and ft,,
n =0, 1,.... On H and H consider the or-algebras o k/=o on and o= k/=o
respectively. For each zX the function p(z(.): H[0, 1] is assumed to be
measurable and p(X[)= 1 for all , where r x,

A strategy is a sequence {,},o of transition probabilities from (H,, ,) into
(A, M) satisfying the condition .(A(x.)l h.)= 1 for all h, Xo, ao’"x, H,, n
0, 1,. .. If for all h, 6 H,, n 0, 1,. ., the measure ,(. h,) is concentrated at one
point, then the strategy is called nonrandomized. A nonrandomized strategy is given
by a sequence of ,-measurable mappings {,},o, ," H, A.

Let (X) be the set of all probability distributions on X. For each strategy H
and each initial distribution (X) the probability measure P, on (H,) is
defined as usual. Let E, denote the expectation calculated with respect to this measure.
If (x)= 1 for some x X, then we shall write P and E, respectively. We shall also
consider the restriction of the measures P to the measurable spaces (H,, ft,) and

Note that the case p(X]) 1 also fits into the considered scheme. It suces to
add to X a new absorbing state (for more detail, see for example [21, Remark 2.1]).
For this reason, in defining new models (say, embedded models), we shall not require
that the condition p(X[)= 1 hold for them.

To study various concrete classes of strategies we shall consider the following
construction. Suppose given a countable set B and an -measurable function f: H B.
We shall call a strategy a randomized ( B)-generated strategy if for any pair
(x, b) X x B there exists a measure (. Ix, b) on A such that , (. [h,) (. x,f(h))
for any prehistory h, H, n =0, 1,.... Denote by RBf the set of all randomized
( B)-generated strategies. If RB and for each pair (x, b) the measure (. Ix, b)
is concentrated at a point, then we shall call such a strategy an ( B)-generated strategy.
Let B denote the set of all ( B)-generated strategies.

Condition 2.1. For any two prehistories h H and h H such that m > n,
h ha,x,+l x and x x, one has f(h,) f(h).

Let us give examples of ( B)-generated strategies for f satisfying Condition 2.1.
For any set C let lc(" denote the indicator function of C. If the argument is h,, h
or ,, n =0, 1,..., and C is given by the condition {.}, then we shall write 1{.},
instead of 1.(. ). For Y X, h, H,, n =0, 1,. ,let m(h, Y) ==o l{x Y} denote
the number of hits in Y prior to time n inclusively.

Example 2.1. F-strategies [5]. Suppose given a function F" X2x such that
x F(x) for all x X. Put B {1, 2,...} and f(h) m (h,, F(x,)). A strategy By

( RB) is called an F-strategy (a randomized F-strategy).
Thus, ,(h,)= (x, m(h,, F(x)) for B If F(x) X, then the collection of

F-strategies coincides with the collection of Markov strategies (i.e., nonrandomized
strategies that can be represented as (h)= ,(x,)). If F(x)= x for all x X, then
the collection of F-strategies coincides with the collection of tracking strategies (i.e.,
nonrandomized strategies that can be represented as ,(h)= (x, m(h,, {x,})). Let
M denote the set of all Markov strategies, and RM the set of all randomized Markov
strategies.

For Y X, h, H, n =0, 1,..., put

O(h,, Y)={mnaX{i:O<--i<--n’x"-i Y} if m(h,, Y) > O,
if m(h,, Y)=0,

and :(h, Y) n O(h,, Y) l{m(h,, Y) > 0}. Thus, if m(hn, Y) > O, then O(h, Y) is
the time elapsed since the last hit in Y and :(h,, Y) is the time of the last hit in Y.
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Example 2.2. Y-semi-embeddedstrategies. Let Y
_
X, B X x {0, 1,.. ,}2,f(hn)=

(Xe(h.,y), m(hn, Y), O(hn, Y)). We call a strategy BY(Tre RBy) Y-semi-embedded
(randomized Y-semi-embedded). Let flY and ROY denote the sets of Y-semi-
embedded strategies and randomized Y-semi-embedded strategies, IY___ RO Y. A
strategy qlY is given by the equality qgn(hn)=qg(Xn, X(hn, y), m(hn, Y), O(hn, Y)).

Example 2.3. Y-embedded strategies. Let Y_X. Put B={0,1,...}2, f(h)=
(m(h,, Y), O(h,, Y)). We call a strategy q By (Tr RBy) a Y-embedded (randomized
Y-embedded) strategy. Let 17 Y and RI-I Y denote the sets of Y-embedded and random-
ized Y-embedded strategies, 17 Y RII Y. For e II Y,

p(h) p(x, m(h, Y), O(hn, Y)).

Thus, for a Y-embedded strategy the choice of a control on each step depends on (i)
the current state, (ii) the number of hits in Y prior to the current instant, (iii) the time
elapsed since the last hit in Y. For a Y-semi-embedded strategy this choice depends
on (i)-(iii) and on (iv) the state at the time of the last hit in Y (if the hit took place).
Note that II Y I , RII Y

_
RI. Every X-embedded or {}-embedded strategy is

Markovian. The functions f in Examples 2.1-2.3 satisfy Condition 2.1. Other examples
of (f, B)-generated strategies satisfying Condition 2.1 are: (a) the class of all strategies
in the case of countable A and (b) the class of all strategies for which the choice of
the control does not depend on the controls selected earlier [22, Examples 1 and 5].

A nonrandomized strategy is said to be stationary on Y, Y_ X, if n(h)=
q,, (h) for x x Y, h H, h H, n, m O, 1,. .. A strategy stationary on X
is called stationary. Let S Y denote the set of all strategies stationary on Y and put
S=Sx.

In the nontrivial case when at least one of the sets A(x) consists of more than a
point, it is impossible to choose the set B and the function f satisfying Condition 2.1
so that Bf= S. Indeed, if B and f are chosen so that Bf- S (see [22, Example 2]),
then f(h,) f(h,,) for x, x,,, which contradicts Condition 2.1. Let us give yet another
example of a class of (f, B) generated strategies where f need not satisfy Condition 2.1.

Example 2.4. Y-renewal strategies. Let Y X, B X x {0, 1,...},f(hn)= (X(hn, y),
0(h,, Y)). We call a strategy By a Y-renewal strategy and denote by R Y the class
of Y-renewal strategies. For e R Y we have ,(h,)= (x,, Xe(h,,y), O(h,, Y)). Thus,
for a Y-renewal strategy the choice of the control on each step depends on (i) the
current state, (ii) the state at the last instant of a hit in Y, (iii) the time elapsed since
the last hit in Y. Moreover, prior to the time of first hit in Y the choice of the control
depends only on the current state and the current instant of time. Note that R Y

_
1 Y

RYSY and Rx=S, RI=M.
Remark 2.1. Kertz [28] considered the notion of a renewalplan, which is a broader

notion than that of a Y-renewal strategy introduced above. More precisely, a nonran-
domized strategy is a Y-renewal strategy if and only if, in accordance with Definition
2.1 in [28], q is a renewal plan associated with a strategy and a Markov time r,
where r=min{n>0: x Y}, q is a strategy of the form tp,,(h,,)=d/(Xo, X,,,n), and q
satisfies the condition q(x, y, n) (z, y, n) for all x, z X\ Y.

3. A theorem on decomposition of randomized (f, B)-generated strategies. Suppose
given the set B and function f introduced above. We shall view the set Bf as the set
of all functions q on X B such that q(x, b) A(x) for all (x, b) X B, and RBy as
the set of all transition probability measures 17(. Ix, b) from X B into A satisfying
the condition r(A(x)lx, b)- 1 for all xX and bB.

For each E___ X B consider, on the set By, the o’-algebra , generated by the
cylindrical sets {BY: (x, b)A’}, where (x, b)E’ and A’ ; denote the r-

algebra xs by .
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LEMMA 3.1. For any probability measure Ix on X and any C , the function
P(C)" Bf-[O, 1] is -measurable.

Proof Consider the set Byx Hoo= ByxX x Ax X x A. .. For each q By the
measure P(. can be viewed as a measure on BY x Hoo generated by the initial state
q and the transition probabilities qi, i=0, 1,..., where qo(x[q)=ix(x), q2k(Xlq
h’k-i) P(X [/k-1) and q2k-l(A’[P, hk-1)= 1, (Xk-,f(hk-1)) for x X, k= 1, 2,..., A’6
s. Noting the theorem of Ionescu Tulcea [23, Prop. V:I.I], to prove the lemma it
suffices to prove that the qi are measurable.

The q2k, k-O, 1,’’’, do not depend on q and for k> 0 are k_-measurable,
thus also (gk_l)-measurable. The functions qEk_l(A’ltP, hk_l) are (x
O%k_l)-measurable since

1A’(q(Xk-l,f(hk-))) 1A,((X, b))l((),,b)(Xk-l,f(hk-1)).
(x,b)XB

The lemma is proved.
For(x,b)XxB and n=0,1,.., denote H’b={hnHn" xn=x,f(h,)=b}.
LEMMA 3.2. Let f and B satisfy Condition 2.1 and suppose given a probability

measure tx on X, an index n O, 1, , a pair (x, b) X B and a set C H’b C
Then the function P(C)" Bf [0, 1] is x\((,,b))-measurable.

xbProof Consider the set BY x H,. Since C___ H,’, it follows from Condition 2.1
that the value of P(C) is given by the transition probabilities q’, -0, 1,. , n- 1,
where qk-" q2k, and

q’2k-l(A’l q, hk-,) q2k-l(A’l q, hk_,) l XS\(,b))(Xk-1, f( hk-1))
(3.1)

1 A,(q (X’, b’))l{(x,,b,)i(Xk_l,f(hk_)).
(x’,b’)XxB\{(x,b)}

The transition measures qk do not depend on q and are O%k_l-measurable (see the
proof of Lemma 3.1). It follows from (3.1) that the transition measures qk-1 are
(x\l(,b)iXk_l)-measurable. The measurability of the transition measures q’
implies Lemma 3.2. The lemma is proved.

Let r RBy. According to the theorem on the product of probabilities [23, Prop.
VI.2], there exists on (By, g) a unique measure m generated by the product of the
measures r(. ]x, b) over the set of all pairs (x, b) X x B. Obviously if E’ f-I E" ,
where E’, E"c X + B, then the r-algebras , and e,, are independent with respect
to the measure m’. From the definition of m it follows that for any A’ s, r RBy

and (x, b) X x B, we have

(3.2) r(A’[x, b)= m={(q q(x, b) A’} f 1A,(0(X, b))m=(dq).
dBf

THEOREM 3.1. Iff and B satisfy Condition 2.1, then, for any Ix (X), C 6 5oo
and r RBy

(3.3) P,(C) P(C)m (dq).

Proof. We shall follow the proof of the similar assertions in [1], [20]. By the
theorem on continuation of a measure, it suffices to prove that if for any n 0, 1,.
we consider the restriction of the measures P, to ,,, then (3.3) is valid for each
C e o,. For n =0, (3.3) follows for any C _. H0 X from the fact that P,(C) Ix(C)
for any strategy o- e II.
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Suppose that for some n 0, 1,.. equality (3.3) has been proved for all C
Let A’ M. Then, using (3.2) and the inductive hypothesis we have

(3.4)

P(C x A’) I r.(A’l h.)P(dh.)
C

E
(x,b)XxB

(A’lx, b)P(H’b fq C)

’, I 1A,(rp(x, b))m’(dtp) I P(H’bf’] C)m’(drp)
(x,b)XxB Bf Bf

I E 1A,(q(X, b))P(H’bf) C)m(d).
Bf (x,b)XB

(The last equality follows from the fact that the function 1A,(q(X, b)) is {(x,b)}-
measurable with respect to p, the function P(H’b f-I C) is xn\((x,b)-measurable by
Lemma 3.2, and the (r-algebras ((x,b) and ’xn\((,b) are independent with respect
to the measure m. In the derived expression, the integration and summation can be
interchanged.)

For any q By we have

(3.5)
P(C A’)= I 1a,(q,,(h,,))P(dh,,)

C

E 1a’(q)(X, b))P(H"b C).
(x,b)XxB

Substituting (3.5) into the last of equalities (3.4), we find that

P,(C A’) P(CxA’)m
Bf

for all C n and A’ M. Hence,

(3.6) P()= | P()m=(dq), ,,.
JBf

Let e F,, X’_ X. Then, using Fubinrs theorem in the form of [24, Chap. II,
Thm. 16] we have

P,(C x X’) p(X Ih,)P,(dh,)

(3.7) =I m(d) P(X’I)P(d’)
Bf

(cxx’m(ae.

Since C e and X’ X are arbitrary, (3.3) is valid for all C +. The theorem is
proved.

Suppose given a measurable function R"H[-m, +]. Consider the quantity
ER, where if R is a nonintegrable function (i.e., both integrals of the positive and
negative pas of R are infinite), then E,R =-. For an arbitrary number c put
c+ max {0, c}, c- min {0, c}.
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If E,R->-c, then from Theorem 3.1 and the lemma on multiplicative systems
[4, Addendum 5], [24, Chap. I, Thm. 20] applied to R/ and R-, we have

ER= f (ER)m(d).
By

This gives us the following assertion.
COROLLARY 3.1. Iffand B satisfy Condition 2.1, then for any 7r RBf, tx (X)

and N [-c, +c[ there exists a strategy q9 By such that

ER +,
/fEaR =+.

Remark 3.1. For the class of stationary strategies the decomposition theorem is
not true. Indeed, let X {x},A(x) {0, 1},p(x I/) 1, where/ . Consider a random-
ized stationary strategy 7r for which each of the controls 0 and 1 on each step is chosen
with probability . The validity of the decomposition of 7r with respect to stationary
strategies would mean that the measure P is concentrated on two trajectories
x, 0, x, 0, and x, 1, x, 1, , which is not true.

Remark 3.2. A description of all classes of strategies for which the decomposition
theorem is true remains an open question. For example, under the assumptions of this
paper the possibility of decomposing an arbitrary strategy in II remains unproven. In
this case the set By H on the basis of whose elements the controls are chosen is no
longer countable, and additional difficulties arise that are connected with measurability.
For models with Borel state and control spaces, such a theorem has been proved in
[19] (see also [20]). However, above it was not assumed that A is a Borel space. At
the same time, in studying Markov models with total criterion one can confine oneself
to Theorem 3.1, since in this case for any strategy there exists a randomized (f, B)-
generated strategy of a special form (a randomized Y-embedded strategy (Theorem
4.1), in particular, a randomized Markov strategy [18]) with the same payoff as the
original strategy.

4. The sufficiency of Y-embedded strategies in Markov models. Throughout what
follows we consider a homogeneous Markov model {X, .A(. ), p, r}, where X, A(. ),
p are defined in 2, and p .lgo -p .lx , ao for all /" Hn, n=0, 1,..., r(x, a) is
the reward function, --<_ r(x, a)<= +o for all x X, a A(x). It is assumed that
r(x, a) is measurable with respect to a (the measurability of p(.Ix, a) in a follows
from the definition in 2).

For any 7r II and/x (X) we define

(4.1) w(/x) E,
n=0

(4.2) w_(/x) E, E r-(x,,, a,),
n=O

(4.3) w=(/x) E, E r(x,,, a,)= w+(/z)+ w_(),

where w=(/x)=-o, if the right-hand side of (4.3) is indeterminate of the form
(+) + (-). Denote v(/z) sup,ri w=(/z). If/x is concentrated at x X, we shall
write w=(x) and v(x) instead of w=(/z) and v(/x).

Fix Y_ X, Y. Consider the sequence of Markov times ’: .O(h) =0,
r’+(h) inf { n > r(h); x, Y}, where h H, 0, 1,. ..
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THEOREM 4.1. ForI (X) and 7r II consider a randomized Y-embedded strategy
tr such that, for all A’ s, x X, m, k O, 1,. ,
(4.4) (A’lx, m,k) P{aCm+ a’lxm+ x, r+> r + k} (P-a.s.).
en w( w( and, for all A’ , x X, m, k O, 1,. .,

P{xzm+k X, rm+ > rm + k, am+k A’}
(4.5)

P{xzm+k X, rm+ > 7 + k, am+k A’}.

For Y X, Theorem 4.1 is the following familiar result.
COROLLARY 4.1 [18]. Suppose givenforsome H and e (X) a Markov strategy

such that, for all A’ , x X, m O, 1, ,
(A’lx, m)= P{a e a’lx x} (P-a.s.).

en w() w() and, for all A’ e , x e x, m O, 1,. ,
P{x x, a e A’} P{x x, a A’}.

Proof of eorem 4.1. For any randomized Y-embedded strategy ,
P{xm+k X, +> r + k, am+k A’}

P,{x,m+k x, r+’> r + k}(A’lx, m, k).

This and (4.4) imply that, for any x, m and k, equality (4.5) for all A’ e is equivalent
to the equality

(4.6) P{x,m+.k x, r+> z + k} P{x,m+ x, z+> z + k}.

The proof of (4.6) is carried out by induction on m and k using, for an arbitrary
strategy e H, the equality

P,{x,m+k+l X, Z
m+l > Z + k + 1}

m+l mE p(xlz a,m+)P,{x,m+= z, > +k, da.m+.}
zX

in passing from (m, k) to (m, k + 1) and the equality

P{x,+, x}= Z E p(xla a,m+k)P m+l,{x,m+k Z, > r + k, da,m+k}
zeX k=0 A

in passing from m to m + 1.
Let us show that the equality w()= w() follows from (4.5). Note that in the

series on the right-hand side of (4.1) and (4.2), one can arbitrarily permute or group
terms. Hence for any strategy e H we have

rm+l--1
r+w+() =E, (x,,

0 =m

2 2 EI{+’> +kIr+(x,+k, a+k).
m=0 k=0

But by (4.5), the distributions of the random variable l{r+ > r + k}r+(x,+k, a,+k)
with respect to the measures P and P coincide for each.m and k. Consequently,
w() w(). Similarly, w()= wg(). The theorem is proved.
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Remark 4.1. Krylov [25, Thm. 1] derived a profound result that can be interpreted
as follows: in controlled diffusion models with infinite horizon for fixed initial state,
there exists for an arbitrary strategy a randomized stationary strategy with the same
expected total payoff. Apparently, Theorem 4.1 can be proved as a corollary of the
discrete-time analogue of this result using the construction of the evolvent described
in [22, 4].

Applying Corollary 3.4 to the function

, r(x,, a,) for

R(h)
,,=o ,,=o- for r-(x,, a,)=-o,

n=0

we obtain the following assertion.
COROLLARY 4.2. For any /z (X), 7r H, N [-, +[ and Y

_
X there is a

Y-embedded strategy q such that

w=(tx) ifw=(tz)<
w’P

l N ifw=(ia,) +,
(in the particular case Y X the strategy q is Markovian ).

COROLLARY 4.3. For all tx (X) and Y X,

v(/z) =,sunp. w(/x) sup, w(/z) sup w*(/x).

(The second equality in the corollary follows from the inclusions II v
_

1] v
_
H,

and the last one from the first if we set Y .)
Remark 4.2. The equality v(x)=support w(x) is well known [26], [20], [27],

although it does not formally follow from these articles. Indeed, it was assumed in
[26] that

(4.7) w(x) <+ for all x X, 7r II,

while [20] and [27] considered a model with Borel state and control spaces. However,
in our article the space A need not be Borelian.

For some B and f satisfying Condition 2.1, consider the sets By and RBy. For
(x, b) X x B define the Markov time r’b(ho)=min {n >_--0: x, x,f(h)= b}. In case
By= II Y and RBY= RII Y (i.e., in the situation of Example 2.3) equalities (4.4) and
(4.5) can be rewritten as follows:

(4.8) tr(Alx b) P{a, A’I r’ <} (P,-a.s.),
(4.9) Pz{7"x’b < o, a, A’} Pt{7"x’b < o3, ax, A’} (P,-a.s.).
The question arises as to whether the assertion of Theorem 4.1 remains true in the
case of arbitrary (f, B)-generated strategies when (4.4) is replaced by (4.8) and (4.5)
by (4.9). The following example pertaining to tracking strategies (i.e., f(h,)=
m(h,, {x,})) gives a negative answer to this question.

Example 4.1. Let X {0, 1}, A A(i)= {a, a}, p(il,h a’)= 1, where i,j=
0, 1, r(0, a ) -1 and r(0, a) r(1, a ) =0, =0, 1. Let /x(0) =/z(1) =1/2 and 7r be a
Markov strategy for which on the step 0 the controls a and a are chosen with
probability 1/2 in both states, while on the steps 1, 2,... the control a is chosen with
probability 1 in the state x . It is easy to check that w’(/x)=-1/4, while, for the
corresponding tracking strategy cr defined by (4.9), w(/z)=-.
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5. Embedded models. Throughout below we assume that (4.7) holds.
Note that an arbitrary Markov strategy M can be described as a mapping

: X{0, 1,...}->A such that q(x, n)A(x), and as a sequence of mappings
{o, ql, "}, q, (x) A(x). Both descriptions are equivalent and we shall use whichever
one of them suits us in a particular situation. If we use the first description, then
M Bf (see Example 2.1 or [22, Example 3]) and a r-algebra f is given on M. Fix
Y X, Y . For q M and x, z Y define the quantities

p(zlx, ) P{<, x z},

ry(x, q) E 2 r(x,,, a,),

where r=min {n > 0: z, Y}. Due to Lemma 3.1, py and ry are measurable with
respect to

We call the controlled Markov model y { Y, Ay(. ), py, ry}, where Ay(x) M
for all x Y, a Y-embedded model. For this model we shall write My, Sy, w’v(" ), and
Vy(. instead of M, S, w’(. and v(. ), respectively. Let s(x) =sup {w(x) q S} and
Sy(.) be the pure value of the strategies in the model /y.

THEOREM 5.1. For all Y
_
X and y Y, the following equalities are valid"

(A) v(y)= vg(y);
(B) sup {w(y) q 6 R Y} sy(y).
Proof A strategy q I]Y is uniquely given by the function q(z, x, rn, k) mapping

XZx {0, 1, .}2 into A. A strategy q, My is uniquely given by the collection {0,,(z)},
where z Y, rn 0, 1,. , and 4’,. (z) M. Denote q,,.’z q,,. (z), where q,,.’z" X
{0, 1,. .}--> A. Putting q,,.-l’Z(x, k) q(z, x, rn, k), we obtain a mapping of 1] Y onto
My. Here the set R Y is mapped onto Sy. For strategies q I] Y and q, My, we have

(5.1)
E r(x, a,)=E E E r(x,,
n=0 ,.=1

Ey Z rg(X", t,.) w+v(y)
"=0

for ye Y, where r(h) =0, r"+l(h)=min{n>’r,.(ho), x,,6 Y}. This and Corollary
4.3 applied to the class of strategies I] Y in the model and to the class Mg in the
model egg give us Assertion (A) of the theorem. Since under the established corre-
spondence R g

is mapped onto Sg, Assertion (B) follows from (5.1).
The author expresses his profound gratitude to E. I. Presman and I. M. Sonin for

a number of useful remarks.
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